
                        Barilla The Armadilla   

Barilla The Armadilla thought he couldn’t,  

“What do you mean he thought he couldn’t? He thought he couldn’t do what?”  

“Well just hold on there partner don’t get your spurs in a uproar or something, 

just chill and give this saddle story a chance.”  

“A chance to do what? This is all very confusing to me.” 

“Just sit back and let me tell you the story of Baralla The Armadilla who thought 

he couldn’t” 

“Ok, go ahead and start the story, I’m ready, now where have I heard Barilla 

before?” 

This story takes place during the shootout at the OK Corral on Oct 26 1881. Well 

Barilla thought he couldn’t make much of an impact on American history but that 

all changed one very famous day.  

You see Wyatt Earp and his two brothers Virgil, and Morgan Earp along with Doc 

Holiday were told of a disturbance at the OK Corral in Tombstone Arizona, the 

Clanton boys were big trouble and the Earps were the law in Tombstone and they 

were bound to uphold it.  

Well there they all were standing face to face, any sudden moves could unleash a 

hail of gun fire. All hell was about to break lose at any minute then out of  

nowhere here comes Barilla walking right behind the Clantons just minding his 

own business then Ike Clanton turned around startled and that sudden 

movement triggered an immediate hail of gun fire and when it was all over the 

Earps had won the day.  

You see if it hadn’t been for ole Barilla catching the Clantons off guard the way he 

did the gun fight at the OK Corral might have turned out a lot different, but thanks 

to Barilla the Brave Armadilla the law in Tombstone prevailed and the legend of 

Wyatt Earp was forever preserved in American western folklore.   

O and later that day brave Baralla the Armadilla went home and had some pasta 

Barilla with meatballs and red sauce with his family. The End  
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